Colour solutions made simple!
With full-colour Toshiba MFDs.
Only recently, many companies reserved colour printing and copying for special occasions or for professional use. Not any more!
Toshiba’s latest development is an all-in-one, net-ready device, providing the most cost-effective colour copying, printing, scanning
and e-filing capabilities available today. Ready to go, right out of the box with standard network or optional wireless connectivity the
e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c enable you to create colourful communications from anywhere in your workgroup. Together with Toshiba’s
2nd generation e-BRIDGE technology, administrators have enhanced access control, comprehensive compatibility, and advanced security
at their fingertips. They’re also amazingly easy to use. All you need to do is “point and print”.

All-in-one functions.
All-in-one advantages.
Network-ready to use!
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Make colourful presentations. Easily and economically!
Copies are made at 35 cpm in colour and 35 cpm in black-and-white
with crystal clear results. With the optional RADF (Reversing Automatic
Document Feeder), documents of mixed size or double-sided colour can
be handled easily using Auto Colour Selection mode and Job Build
function.

For example, company A is ready to
launch a new product. Before doing so,
the development division prepares a
presentation for the sales division. Mr. B
is appointed to create a proposal for the
meeting. The Toshiba MFD e-STUDIO3500c
will help him do it!

Before Mr. B creates the proposal, he
sets up a preliminary meeting with the
development chief and a marketing
staff member. Mr. B prepares a
reference document by making copies
with the e-STUDIO3500c.

Superb

The preliminary meeting is
quite productive, thanks to
easy-to-understand reference
materials created by the
e-STUDIO3500c.

Effortless colour adjustment
Casual colour use? Customised colour balance adjustment is
easy with Toshiba’s original CMM (Colour Management

Outstanding results with ease of use

Module), and all output is optimised to your setting via the

Excellent image quality output

adjust colour for each individual file. This combination of tools

Copying or printing in colour or black-and-white? Regardless of
your output choice, the e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c deliver
high-quality image reproduction essential to today’s office. Clear
text and crisp lines as well as smooth blends of colour make
your documents more effective as communications tools.
Printing with colour backgrounds? High-precision letter edging
on colour is assured, thanks to a new image processing
algorithm, high-precision micro discrimination, and Toshiba’s
original image-processing accelerator. Additionally, fine lines are
clearly reproduced with high-quality image compression. For
even more demanding graphic environments, Toshiba offers an
optional EFI Fiery Controller.

Colour Profile Tool. Additionally, the printer driver allows you to
allows e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c to produce the precise
colour quality you require.

Exceptional detail with micro fine toner
High-precision results? Toner with a small particle diameter
provides high-resolution image output for crisp, clear
reproduction of fine lines.

Expanded paper handling
Want to do more? The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c give you
more choices for high-quality output on a variety of paper
stock, these include:
• Thicker paper (up to 256g/m2)
• A3 wide (305mm x 457mm) full bleed paper
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Documents can even be sent through Internet
Fax or Network Fax to the e-STUDIO3500c
e-filing box, and then forwarded through Send
to File, Send to Email, and Send to Box
functions.

Users can effortlessly find
data in the selected folder
of client PCs with
e-BRIDGE Viewer.
With “Scan to USB” functions,
paper documents can be
scanned and stored as data
formats on a USB memory key
Scan to Email
for easy transfer.

After the meeting,
various documents and
photos are sent to Mr. B.

As paper documents come in, Mr. B
can scan data and file information
in the server or e-filing box.

Simple

Mr. B also has access to resources
prepared by others and stored in the
e-STUDIO3500c e-filing box.

• Basic tab
This tab uses icons to indicate the original/print paper size.
Real-time information such as paper availability is sent to the

User-friendly operation

print driver from the MFD. This shows when paper needs to be
replenished, allowing the user to complete print jobs in a timely

Colour LCD control panel
Looking for easy access controls? Toshiba’s tilt-adjustable
colour LCD panel offers improved user viewing and ease of use.

fashion. You can also adjust the image quality here.
Basic Tab
Image Quality Tab

Handy printer driver tabs

Data streamlining

Effortless operation? Improved tab configurations in the print

Smarter use of resources? The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c

driver make printing simple.

offer software solutions for more effective management of your
electronic documents:

• Image Quality tab

• The standard e-BRIDGE Viewer software allows you to find

This tab allows you to adjust the following:

CMYK colour balance
Contrast

Sharpness

your documents stored in the MFD or client PCs.

Brightness

Saturation

• Frequently used combinations of settings can be easily stored
in Templates and quickly retrieved to speed up workflow.
Up to 12,060 templates (200 private groups containing 60
templates each + 60 public templates) can be saved in total.

Then, simply store preferred settings under your chosen setting

Password access and preset templates are also possible.

name, so you can access and retrieve these changes for your

• TopAccess Web-based utility gives you real-time status

next print job.

management, providing instant alerts for paper or toner
replenishment, template and Address Book programming, and
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Users are able to edit
documents stored in the
e-filing box rather than
downloading to client
PCs.

Slim PDF function is a handy way to
create PDFs for attachment to Email.
Using data compression up to 1/100
ratio, the PDF files are kept small
making email communications quick
and easy.

Mr. B edits all accumulated
documents and images on his PC.

After the document is
approved, Mr. B creates
a test print.

He makes a PDF file of
his completed proposal,
and sends it to all
related divisions and his
manager to verify.

setup of authentication and security. TopAccess DocMon
sends pop-up alerts directly to network computer screens.

Comprehensive efficiency
Streamlined workflow? The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c
“Scan to” functions offer wide flexibility, filing convenience, and

The Proof Print/Copy feature
lets users check the document
before printing multiple sets.
N-up printing saves paper
whilst the Easy-to-use printer
driver offers simple colour
adjustment and the Private
print feature keeps your
document safe from prying eyes.

• Scan to Email scans and sends data directly to one or
multiple addresses chosen from up to 1,000 recipient addresses
stored in the built-in Address Book or from your LDAP server.
• Scan to USB allows direct storage of scanned images to USB
memory keys.

enhanced productivity. Your whole office can maximise the use

Convenient production

of shared resources — and find better solutions to business

In-house output? Now you can easily print and produce
professional-looking documents from start to finish. You also
have these special features:
• Custom paper size printing
• Finishing functions such as Manual Staple, Saddle-stitch
booklet making, Hole Punching
• N-up printing

challenges.
• Scan to file makes it easy to transfer data directly to a specific
folder on a specific client PC or to your network file server.
• Scan to e-filing allows you to scan originals and store them
on the machine’s hard drive in an e-filing box. This ensures easy
access and data download capability to all network members.

Swift
Scan

Fast performance
High-speed copying and printing

Scan to file
File
server

Scan to Email

Scan to e-filing

Scan to USB

Mail
server

Highly efficient image processing

HDD

(e-filing box)

Rapid output? The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c are
exceptionally efficient. Colour output speed: 25/35/35 cpm/ppm.
Black-and-white output speed: 35/35/45 cpm/ppm. That’s the
kind of speed you need to enhance office productivity in
everyday work situations.

USB 2.0
Full speed

Quick access? The hardware accelerator developed by Toshiba
ensures optimised image handling performance. It reduces the
frequency of HDD access and temporary file size, so “Scan to”
and “Box to Print” functions are processed much faster.
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Box to print prints data stored in
the e-filing box. Print speeds of
35 ppm in colour and 35 ppm
in black-and-white allow
preparation of many document
sets in a short period of time. If it’s
necessary to make adjustments at
the MFD, the Colour Control
Panel ensures easy operation.

After checking
everything, Mr. B
prints the required
sets of proposals.

The process of making superb
colour documents can be
memorised in a Template to
make the next job quick and easy.
Various Finishing functions
including staple and hole punch
help to create professionallooking documents.

The completed document
— with its clear, crisp
colour — is ready for the
presentation meeting.

Information contained in the documents is
well protected by the standard Data
Encryption function. Also, low TCO is
maintained throughout the entire process.

The presentation meeting is a great success. Mr. B did a
great job supported by his e-STUDIO3500c.
He recognises this is an extremely reliable machine with
the ability to handle large volume colour output in a fast
and user-friendly manner.

Slim PDF function

functions as standard. Using AES (Advanced Encryption

Highly compressed PDFs create manageable Email attach-

Standard), security and peace of mind is ensured. This

ments. Firstly the layout of the original document is analysed

encryption is so powerful data can only be retrieved with

and divided into text and other elements. Each part is then

the special security key provided to your organisation.

compressed using the most appropriate technology and

Volume user authentication

resolution. Finally, the PDF file created is extremely small,
allowing you to send files quickly via your Email server.

Need to verify user identity for limited usage? Information
contained in user documents or data is effectively protected
through a server-based user authentication function with 1,000
department codes and 10,000 user account codes and a
Roll-based Access Control function, which are standard with the
e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c.

Optimised file
compression

Savings
Comprehensive cost control

Other elements
(photo,background)

Reduced toner use
Interested in cost savings? The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c
provide long-life toner usage compared with conventional

Secure
Confidentiality

Maximised uptime
Want to reduce maintenance and downtime? Toshiba’s long-life
parts are renowned for exceptional durability and reduced

Standard encryption protection

maintenance time. Use of extended-life parts ensures a lower

Secure your data with greater convenience.

Total Cost of Ownership.

The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c feature HDD Data Encryption
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models while maintaining high-quality image reproduction.

Customise your MFD with a variety of options.

Optional
Features

Reversing Automatic Document Feeder (MR-3018)

Wireless LAN Module (GN-1041)
Antenna for Wireless LAN (GN-3010)

Hole Punch Unit (MJ-6004)

Hole Punch Unit (MJ-6101)

Platen Cover (KA3511PC)

Drawer Module (MY-1031)

Saddle-stitch Finisher (MJ-1030)

Multi-staple Finisher (MJ-1101)

Large Capacity Feeder (KD-1019)

Paper Feed Pedestal (KD-1018)

Other Options
Data Overwrite Kit (GP-1060)

512MB Expansion Main Memory (GC-1250)

Bridge Kit (KN-3500)

FAX Board (GD-1210)

256MB Expansion Page Memory (GC-1260)

Work Tray (KK-3511)

FAX 2nd Line Board (GD-1160)

EFI Fiery Controller (GA-1210)

Optional EFI
Fiery Controller

The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c offer an EFI Fiery Controller as an option. This
controller technology is recognised by graphic arts professionals for its imagemanagement capabilities. Colour compensation is matched to original characteristics,
reproducing precise colour from vivid shades to a subtle grey balance.

Environmentally friendly
Toshiba is committed to environmental protection, consuming minimal power and maximising the
use of recyclable parts. The e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c reflect this commitment in full
compliance with RoHS* requirements for the European Union for 2006.
* Restriction of Hazardous Substances

TOSHIBA ORIGINALS SUPPLIES

ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 Certifications

It is recommended that only supplies made
or designated by Toshiba be used for this
machine in order to get optimum results.

These highly acclaimed certifications are recognised worldwide as measures of top quality and
environmental management excellence. They are awarded to manufacturers for facilities and
practices meeting strict standards set by the Geneva based International Standardization
Organization. To date, all Toshiba TEC manufacturing facilities where copiers, accessories,
supplies and parts are produced have received ISO 9001 certification, while four copier sales
affiliate and all Toshiba TEC manufacturing facilities have received ISO 14001 certification —
even more reasons to count on Toshiba.
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GENERAL

Type
Printing/Copying process
Original scanning method
Paper input capacity (80g/m2, A4)

Paper size
Paper weight
ADU (Automatic Duplexing Unit)
Memory
Hard disk drive
Warm-up time
Power consumption
Dimensions (W x D x H)
Weight

COPYING FUNCTIONS

Acceptable originals
Original size
Copy size
Resolution

Gradation
Copying speed
Original scanning speed
First copy time
Multiple copying
Colour mode
Copy mode

Reproduction ratio
Exposure control
Major features

Desktop
Indirect electrostatic photographic method
CCD line sensor (4-line)
Standard：550 sheets x 2 (Drawer),
100 sheets (Bypass)
Optional： 550 sheets x 1 (Paper Feed Pedestal),
550 sheets x 1 (Drawer for Paper Feed Pedestal),
2,500 sheets (Large Capacity Feeder)
A3-A5R (Drawer), A3 wide-A6-R (Bypass), A3-A5R (Duplex)
64-163g/m2 (Drawer), 64-256g/m2 (Bypass),
64-163g/m2 (Duplex), 64-105g/m2 (Optional Large
Capacity Feeder)
Standard
Main memory： 512 MB (Expandable to 1 GB) Shared
Page memory： 256 MB (Expandable to 512 MB) Shared
80 GB+ Shared
Approx. 99 sec.
Max. 1.7 kW (220-240V)
699 x 761-776 x 759 mm
Approx. 120 kg
Sheet, book, three-dimensional objects
A3 - A5R
A3 - A5R
Scanning： 600 x 600 dpi
Printing： 600 x 600 dpi (8 bit)
256 steps
B&W: 35/35/45 cpm (A4) Colour: 25/35/35 cpm (A4)
B&W: 45/45/45 spm (A4) Colour: 22/22/22 spm (A4)
B&W: 6.5/6.5/5.2 sec. (A4) / Colour: 8.6 sec (A4)
1 to 999 copies
B&W, Full Colour, Twin Colour, Mono Colour, Auto Colour Selection
B&W: Text, Text/Photo, Photo, Image Smoothing
Full colour: Text, Text/Photo, Photo, Printed Image, Map
Twin colour: Text, Text/Photo, Printed Image
Mono colour: Text, Text/Photo, Photo, Printed Image, Map
Zoom: 25-400% in 1% increments (Platen),
25-200% in 1% increments (RADF)
Automatic / Manual (11 steps)

OPTIONS

Fax Board GD-1210AU
Usable circuits
Communication Mode
Number of lines
Modem speed
Data compression
Transmission speed
Transmission resolution
Reception resolution
Print Resolution
Scanning mode
Grey scale
Printing speed
Major features

Telephone Book (1,000 destinations), Broadcasting, Automatic Redialling, Group Dialling (200 groups, 400 destinations per group),
Chain Dialling, Delayed Transmission, Recovery Transmission, Polling, Mailbox (F-code), Batch Transmission

RADF MR-3018

Original capacity
Available original size & weight
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Large Capacity Feeder KD-1019A4
Paper supply
Available paper size & weight
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Paper Feed Pedestal KD-1018

Paper supply
Available paper size & weight
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Drawer Module MY-1031

Paper supply
Available paper size & weight
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

PRINTING FUNCTIONS

Printing speed
Drivers

Interface
Network OS
Protocols
PDL
Major features

Freescale 7447A/867MHz: Shared
80 GB+ : Shared
B&W: 600 x 600 dpi (8 bit)
Colour: 600 x 600 dpi (8 bit)
B&W: 35/35/45 ppm (A4)
Colour: 25/35/35 ppm (A4)
Windows98 SE/Me/2000/XP (only 32 bit),
Windows NT 4.0, Windows Server 2003 (only 32 bit),
Macintosh 8.6, 9.x, X ver 10.1/10.2/10.3/10.4,
UNIX (HP-UX. SUN Solaris 2.6, 2.7, 7.8, 8, 9, IBM AIX,
SCO, Linux)
Standard: 10/100 Base T, USB2.0(Full Speed)
Optional: IEEE802.11b/g (Wireless LAN)
Windows 2000, Windows NT4.0, NetWare,
Windows Server 2003
IPX/SPX, TCP/IP, Ether Talk, NetBios over TCP/IP
PCL6, PostScript3

Proof Print, Private Print, Scheduled Print, Duplex Printing, Watermark Printing, N-up Printing, Mixed-size Printing, Magazine Sort,
Image Overlay, Front/Back Cover Insertion, Page Insertion, Save to Box (e-filing)

SCAN FUNCTIONS

Scanning speed

Scan format
Scanning mode
Scanning resolution

Major features

B&W: 50 spm (A4, 400 dpi), Grey Scale: 45 spm (A4,
400 dpi), Colour: 40 spm (A4, 300 dpi)
TIFF-Multi/Single, PDF-Multi/Single, JPEG, Slim PDF
B&W, Grey Scale, Colour, Auto Colour Selection
B&W: 600/400/300/200/150 dpi
Grey Scale: 600*/400/300/200/150/100 dpi
Colour/ Auto Colour Selection:
600*/400/300/200/150/100 dpi
*Requires expansion memory

2-sided Scan, Image Rotation, Mixed-size Paper Scanning, Scan to Email, Scan to File (SMB, IPX/SPX, FTP), Scan to e-filing, Scan to USB

ELECTRONIC FILING FUNCTIONS

Number of folders
Number of documents
Number of pages
Input to box

Box N/W access applications

INTERNET-FAX FUNCTIONS

Connectivity supported
Format of sent attachments
Scanning original document size
TX resolution (200 dpi)
Major features

100 folders per Box
400 documents per Box/Folder
200 pages per document
Copy to Box, Print to Box, Received Fax to Box, Received
Internet-Fax to Box, Scan to Box
TWAIN Driver, File Downloader

T. 37 (Simple mode)
TIFF-S
A3, B4, A4, A4R, A5, B5, B5R, A5R, FOLIO (A3, B4 & Folio:
Image will be reduced to A4 size and transmitted)
Standard (8 x 3.85), Fine (8 x 7.7), Ultra-Fine (16 x 15.4)
dots/mm

100 sheets (A4, A3, B5 , B4, A4R, A5R, B5R: 80 g/m2)
A3-A5R,
35-157 g/m2 (single-sided), 50-157g/m2 (double-sided)
600 x 523 x 135 mm / 12.5 kg
2,500 sheets (A4, 80 g/m2)
A4, 64-105 g/m2
530 x 577 x 307.5 mm / 27 kg
550 sheets cassette (A4, 80 g/m2)
A3-A5R, 64-163 g/m2
530 x 577 x 320 mm / 21.5 kg
550 sheets cassette (A4, 80 g/m2)
A3-A5R, 64-163 g/m2
526 x 569.5 x 107 mm / 3.8 kg

Finisher 1 MJ-1101 (Stationary type)
Capacity & paper weight

Energy Saver, Trimming/Masking, Department Code (1,000 kinds), User Code (10,000 kinds), Proof Copy, Job Build, Copy to Box
(e-filing), Cover Sheet, Sheet Insertion, X-Y Zoom, Electronic Sorting, Magazine Sort, Alternation, 2 in1, 4 in1, 8 in1 (Duplex),
Annotation (Date/Time Print), Job Reservation, Rotation Copy, Thick Paper Mode, Colour Image Adjustment

Processor
Hard disk drive
Print engine resolution

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
Super G3, G3
1 line (2nd line is optional)
Max. 33.6 kbps
JBIG, MMR, MR, MH
Approx. 3 seconds per page
Direct/Memory transmission： 8 x 3.85 line/mm,
8 x 7.7 line/mm, 8 x 15.4 line/mm, 16 x 15.4 line/mm
8 x 3.85 line/mm, 8 x 7.7 line/mm, 8 x 15.4 line/mm,
16 x 15.4 line/mm, 11.8 x 11.8 (300 dpi): Transfer
transmission only
24 x 23.1 line/mm, 23.1 x 24 line/mm (600dpi)
Text, Photo/Text, Photo : B&W only
256 steps
35/35/45 ppm (A4) e-STUDIO2500c/3500c/3510c
respectively

Paper size & weight
Staple capacity
Staple position
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Non-sort/ Sort/ Staple Sort/ Group/ Manual Staple/ Hole
Punch (Option):
Top bin: 2000 sheets (A4,B5, A5R), 1000 sheets (A4R, B4,
A3, B5R, FOLIO),80 g/m2
Bottom bin: 250 sheets (A4, B5, A5R), 125 sheets (A4R, B4,
A3, B5R, FOLIO), 80 g/m2
Top bin/Bottom bin: 30 sets, 147 mm or 1000 sheets (A4,
B5), 30 sets, 73.5 mm or 500 sheets (A4R, B4, A3, FOLIO),
80 g/m2
A3-A5R (staple:105 g/m2, non-staple:depends on MFP)
50 sheets (A4, B5 80 g/m2)
30 sheets (A3, B4, A4R, FOLIO, 80 g/m2)
Multi-position (3 kinds)
598 x 632 x 1086 mm / 30 kg

Finisher 2 MJ-1030 (Saddle-stitch type)
Capacity & paper weight

Paper size & weight
Staple capacity
Staple position
Saddle stitch
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Non-sort/ Sort/ Staple Sort/ Group/ Saddle stitch/ Hole
Punch (Option):
Top bin/Bottom bin: 1000 sheets (A4, B5, A5R), 500 sheets
(A4R, B4, A3, B5R, FOLIO), 80 g/m2
Top bin/Bottom bin: 30 sets, 147 mm or 1000 sheets (A4,
B5), 30 sets, 73.5 mm or 500 sheets (A4R, B4, A3, FOLIO)
80 g/m2
A3-A5R (staple:105 g/m2, non-staple:depends on MFP)
50 sheets (A4, B5 80 g/m2)
30 sheets (A3, B4, A4R, FOLIO, 80 g/m2)
Multi-position (5kinds), Saddle stitch
Paper size: A3, B4, A4R
Staple capacity: 15 sheets (80 g/m2)
649 x 657 x 1086 mm / 70 kg

Hole Punch Unit 1 MJ-6101 (Option for MJ-1101)
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

112 x 573 x 323 mm / 7 kg

Hole Punch Unit 2 MJ-6004 (Option for MJ-1030)
Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

112 x 617 x 378 mm / 9 kg

Bridge Kit KN-3500
Platen Cover KA-3511PC

Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

Work Tray KK-3511

Dimensions (W x D x H) & weight

546 x 489 x 44.4 mm / 1.6 kg
282 x 471 x 108.2 mm / 1.1 kg

Fax 2nd Line Board GD-1160EU-N
Expansion Memory GC-1250 (512 MB, Main memory)
GC-1260 (256 MB, Page memory)
Data Overwrite Kit GP-1060
Wireless LAN Module GN-1041
Antenna for Wireless LAN GN-3010
Staple Cartridge STAPLE-600/2000/2400
Harness Kit for Coin Controller GQ-1110
EFI Fiery Controller GA-1210

On Ramp Gateway (through the MailBox), Off Ramp Gateway, Telephone Book (1,000 destinations), Send to File , Send to Email,
Send to Internet Fax, Send to Box

NETWORK FAX FUNCTIONS

Compatibility
Drivers

Standard: Internet-Fax, Option: Super G3, G3
Windows98/Me/2000/XP, Windows NT 4.0

NETWORK/DEVICE MANAGEMENT UTILITY
TopAccess, TopAccess DocMon, Address Book Viewer, Service Notification, e-BRIDGE Viewer

TELEPERMIT

These TOSHIBA e-Studio
Facsimile Machines may be
connected to the Telecom
Network

A.C.N. 001 320 421
Building C, 12-24 Talavera Road, North Ryde, NSW 2113
Tel: (02) 9887-6000 Fax: (02) 9888-3037
New Zealand office
Lvl 5, Building 3, 666 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland NZ
Tel: (9) 526-7700 Fax: (9) 526-7753
http://www.eid.toshiba.com.au
http://www.toshibatec.co.jp/index_e.htm

e-Studio 2500c
e-Studio 3500c
e-Studio 3510c
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• Microsoft, Windows , and Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries. • NetWare is a registered trademark of Novell, Inc. • Fiery is a registered trademark of Electronics for Imaging,Inc.
• Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. • All other brand and/or product names are trademarks of their
respective owners.
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